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Abstract
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common 
liver-derived malignancy with a high fatality rate. Risk 
factors for the development of HCC have been identified 
and are clearly described. However, due to the lack 
of tumor-specific symptoms, HCC are diagnosed at 

progressed tumor stages in most patients, and thus 
curative therapeutic options are limited. The focus of 
this review is on surgical therapeutic options which can 
be offered to patients with HCC with special regard 
to recent findings, not exclusively focused on surgical 
therapy, but also to other treatment modalities. Further, 
potential promising future perspectives for the treatment 
of HCC are discussed.
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Core tip: This review presents an overview on most 
important knowledge on hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
for surgeons and describes the common surgical and 
non-surgical therapeutic options for the treatment of 
HCC. Further, a perspective on novel aspect and future 
decision aids is given.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a very common 
malignant disease with more than 700000 new patients 
diagnosed per year. Interestingly, the incidence of HCC 
varies relevantly throughout the world. Whereas HCC 
is a very common malignant disease in sub-Saharan 
Africa, and central and south-east Asia with incidence 
rates of 20-47/100000 habitants, the incidence of 
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HCC is comparably low in developed western countries 
(incidence rate 2-6/100000 habitants)[1,2]. However, 
diagnosis of HCC is continuously increasing in the 
developed countries throughout the past decades[3]. 
There are data from the United States showing a tripling 
of HCC incidence during the recent 30 years[4]. Reasons 
for this increase are multifactorial as follows. Besides an 
increasing incidence of chronic hepatitis C in developed 
countries, improved treatment of liver cirrhosis and 
cirrhosis-associated complications causes a longer 
survival of these patients with consequently a longer 
possible time period to develop HCC in the cirrhotic liver. 
Furthermore, screening programs for patients at risk 
increase the rate of newly diagnosed HCC.

When analyzing the incidence-to-mortality ratio, HCC 
is the second most common cause of cancer-related 
death. In 2012, 782000 new cases and 746000 deaths 
due to HCC are reported worldwide[3,5]. Risk factors for 
the development of HCC are well known and clearly 
described. The major risk factor for development of 
HCC is liver cirrhosis: 80%-90% of patients autopsied 
for HCC display signs of cirrhosis[6]. Most common 
causes for cirrhosis and subsequent HCC are chronic 
infections with hepatitis B virus (HBV) and HCV[6], 
chronic alcoholic liver disease, and increasingly non-
alcoholic fatty liver disease[7]. According to Parkin et al[8], 
more than 50% of HCC are associated to HBV infection 
worldwide. Interestingly, in case of HBV infection, 
development of cirrhosis is not a prerequisite for the 
development of HCC, as there are up to 29% of cases of 
spontaneous HCC in non-cirrhotic HBV-infected livers[7,9]. 
Furthermore, in patients with HCV infection, HCC is 
not exclusively based on HCV-associated cirrhosis, 
as up to 54% of patients can develop HCC without 
having cirrhosis[9]. The risk to develop HCC in alcoholic 
liver disease has also been clearly demonstrated to be 
relevantly elevated for daily ingestion of more than 60 g 
alcohol[10]. Hereditary liver diseases, such as Wilson’s
disease, hemochromatosis, alpha-1-antitrypsin defi-
ciency, or autoimmune hepatitis play a minor role in 
the development of HCC. Interestingly, the geographic 
distribution of underlying diseases and risk factors for 
development of HCC varies, and also gender, and ethnic 
group display differences in the distribution of risk 
factors[7].

DIAGNOSTICS
As classical tumor-associated symptoms are lacking, 
patients at risk with known chronic viral hepatitis 
benefit from screening and surveillance programs as 
recommended by the American Association for the 
Study of Liver Diseases and European Association for 
the Study of the Liver (EASL)-European Organization 
for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) practice 
guidelines[11,12]. The aims of surveillance programs 
are to detect HCC at early stages, enable the patient 
to obtain curative treatment, and thus reduce HCC-

associated mortality. Actual EASL-EORTC Clinical Practice 
Guidelines recommend abdominal ultrasound every 
6 mo in patients at risk[12]. Despite the advantage of 
cost-effectiveness and non-invasiveness, ultrasound 
has the disadvantage to be investigator-dependent, 
which compromises sensitivity. Thus, for dubious 
findings, additional diagnostics, such as contrast-
enhanced ultrasound, computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance imaging offer examination tools 
investigating contrast agent dynamics in suspected 
nodules. HCC are classically characterized by an arterial 
hypervascularisation, thus showing typical hyperintense 
contrast agent accumulation in early arterial imaging 
phase and a washout phenomenon in portal venous 
imaging phase[3]. The significance for contrast enhanced 
ultrasound is uncertain according to the clinical practice 
guidelines, and nuclear imaging (PET-CT) in not 
appropriate for early diagnosis of HCC. Diagnosis of 
HCC is accepted if at least two complementary imaging 
techniques show classical features of HCC or HCC is 
proven by biopsy. This consensus is reflected by the 
Eurotransplant criteria for exceptional MELD application 
for HCC. Tumor markers are not recommended for 
screening routine due to the lack of sensitivity and the 
fact that especially early HCC do not express alpha-
fetoprotein (AFP) in up to 40% of the cases[13,14]. 
Sensitivity and specificity of AFP are dependent on 
AFP serum levels[15]. According to the current EASL-
EORTC and European Society for Medical Oncology 
clinical practice guidelines, AFP levels > 400 ng/mL 
are accepted to prove HCC[12,16]. Furthermore, AFP 
can be used as a progression parameter in case of 
AFP-expressing HCC after treatment, although serum 
AFP levels do not correlate with tumor size or tumor 
stage. Thus, the extent of AFP level does not allow any 
conclusions on the presence of metastases or vascular 
invasion, which might be helpful for the surgeon[17]. 

PROGNOSIS
Prognosis for patients with HCC basically depends on the 
tumor stage at the time point of diagnosis, as defined 
by the barcelona clinic liver cancer (BCLC) classification 
system, as well as the fact whether the tumor is treated 
or not. The BCLC classification system stratifies HCC 
according to patients performance status, tumor size 
and number of nodules, tumor Okuda stage, and the 
presence or absence of liver function impairment and 
portal hypertension, and degree of cirrhosis as stratified 
by Child-Pugh score[18]. Cabibbo et al[19] recently 
reported outcome data from 320 patients with untreated 
HCC at different BCLC stages. Median survival in the 
entire cohort was 6.8 mo, whereas median survival rates 
ranged from 1.8 (BCLC D) to 33 mo (BCLC A). These 
data underline impressively the necessity for screening 
programs for patients at risk, since late diagnosis of 
HCC is associated with a very poor prognosis for these 
patients.
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TREATMENT MODALITIES
In general, treatment of patients with HCC is a 
multidisciplinary therapy approach. There are manifold 
treatment options which can be offered to our patients 
with HCC. The EASL-EORTC guidelines present a 
treatment algorithm which therapy is recommended to 
which patient, taking into account patient’s performance 
status, Child-Pugh stage, as well as tumor diameter 
and number of nodules (Figure 1) as given by the 
BCLC status[12,18]. According to this recommendation, 
surgical approach for HCC is restricted to very early 
stages of HCC, i.e., singular tumors with a diameter < 
2 cm, and early stage HCC, i.e., either a single tumor 
< 5 cm or 3 nodules each < 3 cm (Milan criteria[20]). 
For patients with contraindications for liver surgery 
or transplantation, thus considered not suitable for a 
surgical approach, should be treated with non-surgical 
procedures, i.e., local ablative therapies, intravascular 
embolizing approaches, or palliative chemotherapy. 
Also, according to the guidelines, patients with advanced 
stages of HCC are considered not to profit from surgical 
resection of their respective tumor. The decision for the 
most suitable and success-promising approach for the 
respective patient must be defined in multidisciplinary 
tumor boards in which representatives of all specialist 
departments involved in HCC therapy including expe-
rienced hepatobiliary surgeons must be present. 
However, the restriction of surgery to very early and 
early stages of HCC is increasingly challenged with 

increasing evidence for broadening the indication for 
surgery.

Best supportive care
As previously stated, expected survival for patients 
with advanced and terminal stage of HCC is very short, 
so that some patients actively decide not to undergo 
any palliative therapy due to their very limited life 
expectancy. For these patients, best supportive care and 
help through an ambulatory palliative care institution is 
reasonable, since patients lose relevant life expectancy 
under a palliative setting without any HCC-directed 
treatment[21,22]. Unfortunately, there are no data available 
on the benefit of best supportive care for these patients 
who decline any palliative treatment option. However, 
it is known that quality of life (QoL) is an independent 
predictor for survival in HCC patients[23], and thus it is 
conceivable that QoL improvement for these patients 
might be an effective strategy to optimize life expectancy 
without any tumor-directed intervention.

Systemic chemotherapy
So far, there have been many efforts to develop effective 
drug treatment for HCC, either in the adjuvant setting 
after surgical tumor removal by liver resection or 
transplantation, or in the palliative setting. Unfortunately, 
there are no really seminal pharmacological approaches 
available, yet. The sole drug which has found the way into 
clinical practice is the multi-kinase inhibitor sorafenib[24,25]. 
In the setting of advanced or unresectable HCC, sorafenib 
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Figure 1  Flow chart displaying the recommended treatment according to the barcelona clinic liver cancer tumor stage (adapted from European 
Association for the Study of the Liver-European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Clinical Practice Guidelines). CP: Child-Pugh; HCC: 
Hepatocellular carcinoma; PST: Performance status; Cis: Carcinoma in situ; LTx: Liver transplantation; RFA: Radiofrequency ablation; PEI: Percutaneous ethanol 
injection; TACE: Transarterial chemoembolization.
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these techniques will be presented briefly in the 
followings.

RFA: RFA is the most frequently used approach to 
destroy intrahepatic tumor masses with a diameter up 
to 5 cm by application of thermal energy into the tumor 
to induce thermal tumor necrosis. It is recommended 
by the EASL-EORTC guidelines for early-stages of 
HCC in patients who are not eligible for surgery or 
transplantation. According to an actual systematic 
Cochrane Database review[35], there is moderate 
evidence, that RFA is superior to percutaneous ethanol 
injection[36], but inferior to hepatic resection of HCC[37,38] 
with regard to recurrence-free and overall survival. 
In contrast, RFA is superior to hepatic resection with 
regard to procedure-related complications due to the 
less invasive character of the procedure[39]. Besides 
definite treatment of HCC in patients who are not 
eligible for surgery or liver transplantation, RFA can be 
performed both percutaneously and with a laparoscopic 
approach. RFA is a major bridging therapy option for 
patients on the waiting list for liver transplantation. 
Due to the very limited approach during RFA, this 
procedure can be performed repeatedly without causing 
severe intraabdominal adhesions, and thus RFA does 
not complicate subsequent liver transplantation[40]. 
Additionally, Huang et al[41] could demonstrate in a non-
randomized prospective parallel cohort study comparing 
RFA and liver resection for small HCC < 2 cm, that RFA 
is well tolerated by patients, and impairs health-related 
quality of life significantly less than liver resection.

LITT: LITT plays obviously only a minor role, since 
there is only one actual large report on LITT experience 
in 113 HCC patients reporting both an excellent tumor 
response in small lesions < 2 cm after a single LITT 
treatment, and also in larger tumors up to 5 cm after 
repeated LITT sessions, with favorable 5-year survival 
rates of 30%[42]. Besides this report, there are only 
few publications with small patient cohorts using LITT 
for treatment of HCC. Randomized studies comparing 
different ablation techniques are missing in the 
literature. Thus, LITT seems to play a minor role among 
the percutaneous intervention options when compared 
to RFA or PEI.

Cryotherapy: The evidence for the use of cryotherapy 
for treatment of HCC is limited. There is only one 
systematic Cochrane Database review by Awad et 
al[43], who finish their analysis with a quite ambiguous 
conclusion, in that there is not enough evidence so far 
in favor or against cryotherapy[43]. However, there are 
some single center reports in the literature reporting 
excellent, size-dependent tumor ablation rates and 
even 10-year survival rates of approximately 9% in 
patients with cirrhosis-based HCC[44] with acceptably low 
procedure-related complication rates[44,45]. Interestingly, 
tumor response to cryotherapy as assessed by the 

has been demonstrated to prolong median survival from 
7.9 to 10.7 mo and median time to progression from 
2.8 to 5.5 mo, respectively. Unfortunately, sorafenib 
treatment is recommended to patients with Child-
Pugh A and stable B cirrhosis only[26], and is associated 
with distinct side effects. In particular gastrointestinal 
side effects, hemorrhages, exanthema, hand-foot-
syndrome, and cardio-vascular symptoms, which often 
lead to treatment discontinuation or dose reduction are 
common[27]. For patients with advanced cirrhosis (Child-
Pugh C), sorafenib therapy is not recommended due 
to the limited life expectancy caused by the cirrhosis 
stage, a lack of evidence concerning efficacy of sorafenib 
treatment in this patient subgroup, and to avoid severe 
side effects following impaired hepatic drug metabolism. 
In case of sorafenib treatment failure, oxaliplatin-based 
treatment regimens have been demonstrated to be a 
suitable second-line chemotherapy achieving progression 
free survival and overall survival of 4.2 and 9.3 mo, 
respectively, with an acceptable rate of side effects[28,29]. 
Furthermore, numerous clinical trials have investigated 
the use of a variety of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, mTOR 
inhibitors, VEGF receptor-, FGF receptor-, and PDGF-
receptor-blocking multikinase tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 
as well as classical chemotherapeutic drugs, such as, 
e.g., doxorubicin. Unfortunately, none of these trials has 
demonstrated a striking effect in a palliative or adjuvant 
treatment setting[30,31]. Despite the proven effect in the 
palliative setting, adjuvant systemic chemotherapy 
with sorafenib after liver resection for HCC showed 
no beneficial effects on recurrence-free survival in the 
current randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled 
STORM-trial (NCT0069277)[32]. However, there are some 
promising results that interferon might improve overall 
and recurrence-free survival in the adjuvant setting[33,34]. 
But interferon therapy is also accompanied by a variety 
of side effects such as flu-like symptoms, fever, fatigue, 
myalgia, and cephalgia, which might limit the suitability 
of this treatment option in many patients. In conclusion, 
there is actually no drug for adjuvant treatment after 
surgical tumor resection.

Percutaneous interventions (radio frequency ablation, 
laser-induced thermo therapy, cryo, percutaneous 
ethanol injection, microwave ablation)
According to the BCLC treatment algorithm, percuta-
neous tumor destruction by radio frequency ablation 
(RFA), or percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI) is 
indicated for early stages of HCC in patients which are 
not suitable for liver resection or liver transplantation[12]. 
Other percutaneous ablative techniques, such as 
laser-induced thermo therapy (LITT), cryotherapy, 
and microwave ablation (MWA) are actually not 
recommended in the EASL-EORTC clinical practice 
guidelines. This fact is due to the novelty of some of 
these techniques, with a consequent lack of evidence 
for the use and comparability of these techniques to the 
established and recommended techniques. However, 
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modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 
criteria[46] has been demonstrated to be an independent 
predictor of overall survival for HCC[47]. However, in 
contrast to the use of cryotherapy for the treatment 
of colorectal liver metastases[48], cryotherapy is not 
used routinely for the treatment of unresectable HCC. 
The main reason for this is certainly the advanced and 
expensive technique with multiple possible pitfalls due 
to the use of liquid nitrogen. To the author’s knowledge, 
there is also no ongoing trial comparing cryotherapy 
to the established interventional procedures. Thus, 
evidence in favor or against the use of cryotherapy will 
be owing, and some authors even expect an end of the 
use of cryotherapy[49]. In contrast, as stated by Awad et 
al[43], evidence is insufficient “to recommend or refute 
cryotherapy” to patients with HCC[43], and indication 
for cryotherapy is finally based on the experience and 
expertise of the respective treating physician.

PEI: PEI is an alternative very low-priced method 
to apply pure ethanol directly to the targeted tumor. 
However, the efficacy of this method is limited by the 
fact that ethanol spread within the tumor tissue might 
be altered by septa or a tumor capsule and equable 
ethanol distribution within the tumor is not warranted. 
In two recent studies from eastern Asia, PEI has been 
demonstrated to achieve inferior results compared to 
RFA[36,50], which might be attributable to an inferior rate 
of tumor response (or vice versa increased treatment 
failure) using PEI and thus resulting in decreased 
survival rates[36]. Accordingly, in the EASL-EORTC guide-
lines, PEI is recommended for small HCCs (BCLC 0 or 
A), and especially in cases of larger tumors up to 5 cm 
when RFA is not feasible due to technical reasons, as, 
e.g., subcapsular tumor localization or adjacent to the 
gallbladder, to large vessels or the hepatic hilum[12,51].

MWA: According to the actual EASL-EORTC guidelines, 
microwave ablation is not generally recommended 
and remains to be evaluated. The advantage of MWA 
compared to RFA is that treatment efficacy is affected 
in a lesser degree by the cooling effect of large blood 
vessels located in the proximity of the ablation area. 
Recently, Zhang et al[52] demonstrated comparable 
results for MWA and RFA with regard to overall survival, 
local progression, and the degree of local tumor ablation 
for HCC < 3 cm[52]. Additionally, MWA shows the same 
frequency of post-ablation syndrome, i.e., occurrence of 
low-grade fever, nausea, vomiting, malaise, and post-
interventional pain[53] as RFA[54]. In an actual multicenter 
study, Groeschl et al[55] demonstrated excellent 
complete tumor ablation rates of approximately 94% as 
assessed by histology after resection of the respective 
pre-treated tumors, with a reported median recurrence-
free survival of 25 mo. Taking into account, that MWA 
is by far more cost-effective compared to RFA[56], and is 
associated with a low complication rate of approximately 
11%[57], MWA might be a promising alternative ablative 
technique, which even might replace RFA as standard 

treatment for unresectable HCC. From the surgical point 
of view, MWA seems not to have relevant influence 
on complication rate after resection of the MWA pre-
treated HCC[55], but so far there are too few data to 
state whether neo-adjuvant MWA prior to HCC resection 
is really a suitable approach and will be of benefit for 
the patients. Equally, there is no evidence yet, whether 
MWA or RFA is superior in a neo-adjuvant setting with 
regard to overall and recurrence-free survival, as well 
as resection-related morbidity. This remains to be 
elucidated in prospective, randomized trials. 

Intravascular approaches (transarterial 
chemoembolization, selective internal radiotherapy)
According to the EASL-EORTC guidelines, transarterial 
chemoembolization (TACE) is recommended for inter-
mediate stages of HCC[12]. In contrast, selective internal 
radiotherapy (SIRT; synonymous: radioembolization) is 
a comparatively novel approach for intravascular tumor-
directed therapy, which can also be used for intra-
vascular treatment of HCC. SIRT is not recommended 
in the EASL-EORTC-guidelines, due to the lack of data 
from randomized clinical trials comparing SIRT and 
TACE in intermediate stages of HCC.

TACE: The rationale for TACE is, that intrahepatic 
malignancies and especially HCC are almost exclusively 
nourished via the hepato-arterial vasculature. Conse-
quently, a catheter device is placed via femoral artery 
into the tumor-supplying branch of the proper hepatic 
artery, and a combination of high-dose chemotherapy 
and vessel occluding agents are applied selectively to 
the tumor area, whereas non-tumorous liver areas 
remain basically unaffected. As reviewed by Marelli et 
al[58], a huge variety of chemotherapeutic drugs is used, 
whereas doxorubicin is the most common agent. This 
chemotherapeutic drug is usually applied in combination 
with lipiodol as a carrier which offers the beneficial 
effect that is can be visualized by X-rays, and persists 
for several weeks in the liver after administration[59]. 
Also for vessel occlusion, a variety of embolization 
agents is available, whereas gelatin sponge particles, 
and polyvinyl alcohol particles are the most commonly 
used embolizing agents[58].

Besides its recommendation in the EASL-EORTC 
guidelines for treatment of intermediate stage HCC, 
TACE is also widely used as a palliative treatment 
approach. Interestingly, according to a recent Cochrane 
Database review, there is no evidence for the use of 
TACE for treatment of unresectable HCC[60,61]. However, 
due to overall heterogenous data from retrospective, 
and also prospective studies and the previously 
demonstrated capacity of TACE to prolong survival for 
patients with unresectable HCC in two randomized 
clinical trials[62,63] as well as some older reviews[64,65], 
TACE has been included in the EASL-EORTC guidelines 
and still represents the golden treatment standard 
for patients with unresectable intermediate stages of 
HCC according to the BCLC staging algorithm[12]. The 
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recently published Canadian clinical recommendations 
also state that TACE probably provides benefit and thus 
also recommend TACE for patients with intermediate 
stages of HCC[66].

Furthermore, TACE is used regularly as a bridging 
therapy for patients with HCC on the waiting list for 
liver transplantation. However, there is no distinct 
evidence for the effectiveness of TACE to prevent patient 
drop-out from waiting list during the waiting time for 
transplantation[67] and to improve post-transplant overall 
and recurrence-free survival[68,69]. There is also evidence, 
that response of HCC to pre-transplant TACE can be an 
indicator for favorable outcome after liver transplantation 
with regard to delayed tumor recurrence[70]. In a study 
by Sotiropoulos et al[71], TACE even failed to reproducibly 
down-stage multifocal HCC or to induce entire tumor 
necrosis, and provided at best an “acceptable” tumor 
control[71]. However, the same group demonstrated, that 
response to TACE and TACE-induced complete tumor 
necrosis at the time point of liver transplantation is 
associated with a very low recurrence rate and improved 
survival after liver transplantation[68,72] thus establishing 
an indication for pre-transplant TACE. At least, TACE 
can be safely performed in patients with cirrhosis 
and hyperbilirubinemia who are on the waiting list for 
liver transplantation[73] without increasing the risk for 
complications during transplantation. 

TACE has also been investigated as a neoadjuvant 
treatment option prior to liver resection for resectable 
HCC. There is one actual meta-analysis that demonstrates 
that preoperative TACE does not effectively influence 
postoperative overall and recurrence-free survival 
respectively. Furthermore, preoperative TACE has no 
effect on intra- or extrahepatic tumor recurrence, and is 
therefore not recommended as a preoperative strategy 
for resectable HCC[74]. Interestingly, there are some 
reports that adjuvant TACE, i.e., after curative resection 
of HCC might offer benefits with regard to disease-free 
and overall survival[75].

SIRT: In contrast to TACE, SIRT uses Yttrium 90 (90Y)-
loaded glass microspheres which are applied via a 
trans-arterial catheter system into the tumor supplying 
arterial vasculature. 90Y decays to zirconium (90Zr) with 
a physical half-life of approximately 65 h. During this 
decay process, an average energy of approximately 
0.94MeV is emitted. 90Y is a pure β radiation emitter. 
The corresponding β radiation penetrates into the 
surrounding tissue with a depth of a maximum of 11 
mm, leading to tissue destruction and fibrosis[76]. 

So far, SIRT has not been widely used for the 
treatment of resectable or unresectable HCC. There 
are only very few studies investigating the potential 
beneficial effect of this treatment modality. There is 
a very recent review article by Sangro et al[77], who 
compared published outcome data from patients after 
SIRT for unresectable HCC. When comparing treatment 
efficacy of SIRT to TACE or systemic sorafenib 
therapy, median overall survival rates are comparably 

between SIRT and the other treatment modality, 
respectively, especially for intermediate or advanced 
stages of HCC[78]. SIRT has been reported to be a safe 
treatment option with a frequency of the so-called post-
radioembolization syndrome (fatigue, nausea, vomiting, 
anorexia, fever, abdominal pain) of 20%-55%[79]. 
However, large prospective trials comparing SIRT vs 
TACE are lacking, yet, and also cost-effectiveness 
analyses for 90Y radioembolization are lacking[79]. Besides 
its use as a definite treatment option for patients with 
otherwise non-resectable HCC, SIRT has also been used 
as a bridging therapy prior to liver transplantation[69,80]. 
The emerging role of SIRT, both as a definite treatment 
modality as well as a curative or a bridging therapy 
option has been elaborated in detail in a review article 
by Lau et al[81]. The authors also admit, that evidence 
for the use of SIRT in the respective intention is quite 
low, due to the short time of investigation so far and the 
scarcity of studies investigating a potential role of SIRT 
in concurrence to established treatment modalities for 
HCC patients. However, in a recent study by El Fouly et 
al[82], SIRT has shown equivalent survival probabilities, 
less hospitalizations, less treatment sessions and a 
lower complication rate in patients with intermediate 
stage B of HCC when compared to TACE[82].

Radiotherapy
Whereas radiotherapy for treatment HCC has been 
considered inappropriate for a long time due to severe 
radiation-associated complications and liver failure, 
more than 600 articles have been published within the 
recent 5 years on this topic. This enthusiasm can be 
attributed to the development of novel radiotherapy 
technologies during the recent decade, which now allow 
precise application of high-dose radiation to the tumor 
tissue while sparing the rest of the liver and adjacent 
organs. 

This has led to the more widespread use of 
radiotherapy for the treatment of HCC, especially in 
patients with unresectable tumors. In 2008, Tse et al[83] 
published their results on stereotactic body radiotherapy 
for patients with unresectable HCC proving the safety 
of this treatment option. Finally, due to the possibility to 
effectively use radiotherapy in advanced stages of liver 
cirrhosis (Child-Pugh B/C) the use of radiotherapy has 
been implemented in HCC treatment guidelines from 
the Korean Liver Cancer Study Group and the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network. But despite the 
proven efficacy and safety, radiotherapy has not found 
its way into the EASL-EORTC guidelines, yet. However, 
Jihye et al[84] proposed a possible way of integration of 
radiotherapy in the BCLC guidelines. Another advantage 
of radiotherapy is the possibility of combination therapy 
with established treatment options, such as TACE[85,86] 
or systemic chemotherapy[87] although side effects 
and hepatic toxicity are critical limitations for this 
treatment approach. Perspectively, there are some 
promising experimental data on the possibility to induce 
radiosensitization of HCC cells using the aurora kinase 
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inhibitor VE-465 potently suppressing tumor growth and 
enhancing tumor-responsiveness to radiotherapy[88]. 
Thus, radiotherapy opens new therapeutic options but 
its use is currently limited to a scarce comprehensive 
availability of this therapy option.

Surgical treatment options
Liver resection: The surgical approach to HCC 
represents the only treatment option which allows entire 
and reliable removal of the tumor from the patient and 
therefore the potential of cure. Principally, there are 
two surgical concepts for the treatment of HCC: liver 
resection and liver transplantation. Latter offers the 
additional benefit that underlying liver disease which 
nourishes development of further malignancies in sense 
of precancerosis, is also removed. The disadvantage 
of liver transplantation is - despite all progresses and 
technical improvements of this procedure - the higher 
mortality risk when compared to liver resection as well 
as the necessity for life-long immunosuppression with 
all associated side effects. 

When dealing with liver resection, two principle 
questions have to be discussed: whether to remove the 
HCC by anatomic or non-anatomic/atypical resection, 
and to perform this procedure open or laparoscopically.

The surgical approach is limited by the mandatory 
need to maintain sufficient functional liver remnant. In 
non-cirrhotic patients, maximum extent of resection can 
be calculated by the remnant liver volume - body weight 
ratio (RLV-BWR). Several reports have demonstrated 
that patients with a RLV-BWR ≤ 0.5%-0.8% are at 
high risk for postoperative hepatic dysfunction and 
increased mortality[89-91]. Another approach to indicate 
limit for liver resection is the future liver remnant 
(FLR), referred to the total liver volume. The safe limit 
is considered to be at a FLR of > 20% in patients with 
healthy livers[92,93]. In cirrhotic patients, parenchymal 
functional and regenerative capacities are relevantly 
reduced. Consequently, a RLV-BWR ≥ 1.4% or a FLR of 
at least 30%-40% are considered as critical threshold 
for development of postoperative complications[92,94].

Thus, from the surgical point of view, contraindica-
tions against liver surgery for HCC might be considered 
only to be the insufficient future liver remnant after 
resection. Worse prognostic factors for the outcome are 
vascular invasion[95], infiltration of adjacent organs[96], 
and presence of lymph node metastases[97] at the time 
of diagnosis, but represent no contraindications against 
surgery per se. Resection of HCC with these degrees of 
tumor extent can be safely resected (when respecting 
resection limits), and survival after resection is for sure 
improved when compared to best supportive therapy or 
palliative chemotherapy approaches. 

Anatomic vs atypical resection
There has been an intense debate whether anatomic 
or atypical resection for HCC should be preferred. 
Rationale for atypical resection was the idea of 
parenchymal-sparing surgery with an as marginal as 

possible loss of - in most cases - functionally altered 
liver parenchyma. This idea of parenchymal-preserving 
liver surgery is based on the limited possibilities to 
assess functional liver reserve after liver resection, 
and the fear to induce postoperative liver failure due 
to a too aggressive resection extent[98]. In contrast, 
anatomic liver resection is rationale since it is known 
that HCC spread along the nourishing portal venous 
branch distributing satellite nodules within the same 
anatomical segment. Thus, anatomic resection allows 
removal of the known tumor, as well as of potential 
undetectable satellite metastases[99]. Meanwhile, there 
is strong evidence that anatomic resection is superior 
to non-anatomic, i.e., atypical resection for HCC. As 
evaluated by several meta-analyses, anatomic resection 
is associated with improved survival rates, and delayed 
intrahepatic and systemic disease-recurrence with 
no differences regarding perioperative morbidity or 
mortality[100-102]. Interestingly, one recently published 
meta-analysis by Tang et al[103] could not demonstrate 
superiority of anatomic resection, but this seems to be 
explainable by the different trial selection compared to 
previous analyses. Thus, a general recommendation 
for anatomical or non-anatomical resection cannot be 
given. Decision on the extent of liver resection is based 
on the tumor location within an anatomical segment. 
Based on the available data, anatomic resection should 
be performed in non-cirrhotic livers. In patients with 
cirrhotic livers, potential oncologic disadvantage of a 
non-anatomic resection has to be accepted with regard 
to the necessity for maintenance of sufficient functional 
liver remnant volume and function. 

Open vs laparoscopic
Since the first description of laparoscopic liver resection 
in 1992 by Gagner et al[104] performing a non-anatomic 
liver resection for focal nodular hyperplasia, there 
has been an enormous increase of laparoscopic liver 
resections with increasing extent of resections up to 
right hemihepatectomies[105], and more and more 
complex procedures, such as tumor resection in the 
postero-superior segments (Ⅶ, Ⅷ, Ⅳa)[106,107]. Also, 
in the treatment of HCC, laparoscopic approaches 
have been established. But there are so far only few 
specialized centers worldwide reporting on laparoscopic 
liver resections for the treatment of HCC. 

According to several meta-analyses comparing open 
vs laparoscopic liver resections for HCC, laparoscopic liver 
resections are a safe procedure with comparable overall 
and recurrence-free survival rates[108]. Laparoscopic liver 
resections are associated with reduced intraoperative 
blood loss and subsequent requirement for packed red 
blood cells. Furthermore, laparoscopic liver resections 
are effective to provide negative resection margins, 
and are associated with shorter hospitalization and less 
postoperative complications[108,109]. As the findings could 
also be observed for patients with cirrhosis, laparoscopic 
liver resection can be safely applied to patient with 
resectable HCC. However, extensive experience is 
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necessary especially for more complex procedures, and 
thus, this procedure is reserved to specialized centers. 
With increasing experience, the extent of liver resection 
and localization of HCC within the liver will become 
more and more secondary, and only assessment of liver 
functional reserve as estimated predominantly by liver 
volumetry in western centers, and by indocyanine green 
excretion dynamics in eastern centers will determine the 
limits for laparoscopic liver resection, as it is also the case 
for open liver resections[110,111]. A recent review article 
analyzing major laparoscopic hepatectomies independent 
from HCC, could include a total of 29 studies from 
1998 to 2011 with a total of more than 2600 patients, 
underlining the fast expansion of laparoscopy for liver 
resection[112]. However, learning curve for laparoscopic 
liver surgery is very flat, as demonstrated by Vigano et 
al[113] or Dagher et al[114], showing that at least 60 to 90 
laparoscopic liver resections are necessary to perform for 
a surgeon, before a state of experience and standard is 
achieved[115]. Since laparoscopic liver resection for HCC 
has predominantly to be performed in cirrhotic livers, 
learning curve is expectedly even flatter than in non-
cirrhotic livers[116]. However, meanwhile development of 
surgical technique is progressing, and the first reports of 
robotic liver resections for HCC are published. The largest 
study including 41 patients reports excellent morbidity 
and mortality rates of 7% and 0%, respectively, as well 
as 2-year overall and disease-free survival rates of 94% 
and 74%, respectively[117]. Thus, technological progress 
also finds its way into liver surgery with promising first 
results and experiences[118], providing more possibilities 
for further development and improvement of treatment 
options and thus the prognosis for our patients with HCC.

Liver transplantation: First human liver trans-
plantation was performed at the University of Colorado 
in 1963 by Starzl et al[119]. The first successful liver 
transplantation was performed 4 years later again 
by Starzl et al[120] in a girl suffering from HCC. Since 
that time, this former experimental treatment option 
has developed to a widespread, highly standardized 
and successful therapy. Whereas the girl died 13 
mo after transplantation due to tumor recurrence, 
patients undergoing liver transplantation for HCC have 
nowadays an excellent survival prognosis with 10-year 
survival rates of 50%[121]. These excellent outcome 
results have been achieved after implementation of 
the so-called Milan criteria described by Mazzaferro 
et al[20] in 1996. The Milan criteria indicate a benefit 
for patients undergoing liver transplantation for HCC 
under definite circumstances: one single nodule with 
a size up to 5 cm, or two or three nodules each up 
to 3 cm without signs of lymph node metastases and 
vascular invasion. Currently, these criteria which have 
been validated prospectively several times[122] are the 
selection basis for our patients for liver transplantation. 
However, these criteria are challenged repeatedly 
by attempts to expand the selection criteria for liver 
transplantation. For example, patients selected to the 

so called University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) 
criteria which contain larger size limits for the respective 
tumor nodules (single tumor < 6.5 cm, maximum of 3 
total tumors with none > 4.5 cm, and cumulative tumor 
size < 8 cm)[123] show comparable outcome results 
to patients who were selected according to the Milan 
criteria[124]. Mazzaferro et al[125] themselves challenged 
their own “traditional” Milan criteria by the new Milan 
criteria, also called up-to-seven criteria. These criteria 
comprise patients with HCC in which the sum of 
diameters (in cm) and of the number of all HCC nodules 
is equal or less than seven. They showed that patients 
with tumor dimensions within these up-to-seven criteria 
had similar 5-year overall survival rates as patients 
with HCC within the “traditional” Milan criteria[125]. 
However, application of the up-to-seven criteria requires 
a careful patient selection. Besides these two probably 
most famous extended criteria of eligibility for liver 
transplantation for HCC, there is a multitude of further 
criteria with different limits for maximum tumor size of 
number of tumor nodules. Recently, these criteria have 
been reviewed, and Chan et al[126] demonstrate in their 
review article that these several stratification criteria 
yield quite similar overall survival rates[126] leading to 
postulations to extend criteria for liver allocation for 
HCC patients on the waiting list. However, the attempts 
to extend eligibility criteria are counteracted by the 
constricted availability of donor organs, as also stated 
by Mazzaferro et al[122] himself. 

To overcome the lack of post-mortal donor organs, 
transplantation of partial liver grafts has been developed 
and advanced. The technique was first described 
by Pichlmayr et al[127] in 1989, and the first series of 
successful split liver transplantations has been pub-
lished by Broelsch et al[128] in 1990. Approximately at 
the same time, transplantation of grafts from living 
donors has been developed[129,130]. However, one could 
assume, that implantation of a partial liver graft with 
subsequent liver regeneration to the extent of the 
recipient’s demand might represent a massive systemic 
proliferative stimulus[131], which might - in combination 
with immunosuppression-induced attenuated tumor-
defense[132,133] - enhance tumor cell proliferation and 
promote early disease recurrence. Interestingly, a 
recent meta-analysis showed that there is no difference 
in recurrence-free and overall survival for patients 
after liver transplantation using living-donated partial 
liver grafts compared to deceased donor grafts[134]. 
Thus, living donor liver transplantation represents a 
safe method for HCC treatment, especially with the 
advantage, that allocation is not performed by the 
central allocation authorities (e.g., Eurotransplant), and 
not limited by tumor size criteria (e.g., Milan criteria).

Transplantation vs liver resection
According to the EASL-EORTC guidelines, there is a clear 
separation between the indications for liver resection 
and liver transplantation for HCC, respectively. However, 
it is a legitimate question, whether resection of HCC 
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which should be treated with transplantation is equally 
effective, and vice versa if prognosis of patients treated 
by resection might be improved by transplantation. 
This is relevant in two ways. First, resection of HCC in 
patients which should be treated by transplantation 
would preserve the scarce resource donor organ, and 
second, transplantation instead of resection abolishes 
not only the main tumor, but also possible undetected 
additional small tumors, and removes the diseased 
liver which is the nutrient medium for further HCC 
development.

In 2013, there was a Cochrane analysis by Taefi et 
al[135], which concluded without any clear results due to 
a lack of appropriate studies. However, there are four 
additional meta-analyses investigating the superiority 
of any of these two treatment options. In mutual 
agreement, all publications demonstrate superiority 
for liver transplantation for the treatment of HCC at 
the early BCLC stage A[136-138] or AJCC stage Ⅰ and 
Ⅱ HCC[139]. In contrast, liver resection has been 
demonstrated to yield similar outcome results compared 
to liver transplantation in patients with incomplete 
cirrhosis (Ishak score 0-4), thus for these patients, 
liver transplantation should be avoided in this subgroup 
of patients[139]. Unfortunately, there are nor studies 
comparing liver resection and liver transplantation for 
patients with Child B or Child C cirrhosis. However, one 
might speculate that these patients might benefit from 
liver transplantation due to the fact that transplantation 
reliefs both tumor and life-limiting diseased liver.

Surgical approach vs interventional tumor therapy
As stated above, the EASL-EORTC guidelines represent 
a recommendation for HCC treatment and assign 
to each tumor stage a recommended - and thus 
assumingly best - treatment modality. In the decision 
algorithm, surgery is only recommended for very early 
and early stages of HCC (Figure 1). However, there are 
comparative studies investigating the value of surgical 
approaches for patients with more advanced tumor 
stages.

There is a recent meta-analysis with approximately 
21000 patients which clearly demonstrates superiority 
of surgical resection over RFA and PEI in early stages of 
HCC[38], which is according to the guidelines a domain 
of transplantation or RFA. These findings are confirmed 
by a meta-analysis by Xu et al[140] also showing a 
significantly improved survival benefit for patients with 
early stages of HCC undergoing surgery instead of RFA.

When trying to further expand indication for 
hepatic surgery towards HCC stage B (intermediate 
stage), one has to compare the outcome results from 
surgery and TACE. So far, there are no meta-analyses 
available comparing this issue. There are several very 
recent publications investigating the role of surgery 
for HCC stage B. There is one prospective randomized 
controlled trial comparing TACE and surgery. The 
authors can clearly demonstrate a survival benefit for 
patients undergoing liver resection independent of the 

performance status[141]. These findings are underlined by 
data from two retrospective analyses enrolling together 
approximately 1300 patients[142,143] demonstrating 
a long-term survival benefit for patients undergoing 
hepatic resection for HCC stage B.

Perspectives
Systemic chemotherapy? So far, advance for 
systemic chemotherapy for HCC have been very dis-
appointing. Even the gain in survival for patients 
treated with sorafenib, the only agent which has made 
its way into clinical use in palliative situations, is not 
groundbreaking[24,25]. In the adjuvant setting, sorafenib 
has failed to provide beneficial effects in a randomized, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled phase Ⅲ study (STORM 
trial). As very recently reviewed in detail by Germano 
et al[144], a multitude of approaches for systemic HCC 
therapy has failed to show efficacy in the adjuvant or 
palliative situations, respectively. However, there are 
many other promising agents, and with the increased 
understanding of HCC cancerogenesis and cancer-
related signaling pathways, molecular targeted therapy 
is the hope for some breakthroughs in the near future. 
For example, there are two recent reports for the 
safety and efficacy of the MET receptor tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor tivantinib which show promising results[145,146]. 
The reader might be referred to the excellent article by 
Germano et al[144] for further detailed information. 

Expanding criteria for liver transplantation? So far, 
liver transplantation is accepted as a curative treatment 
strategy for patients with a very early stage (0) of HCC 
who are not suitable for liver resection due to impaired 
excretory liver function or portal hypertension, and for 
patients with early stage (A) HCC without concomitant 
diseases. Since the groundbreaking work by Mazzaferro 
et al[20] in 1996 defining tumor character limits 
associated with excellent patient outcome after liver 
transplantation for HCC, these size limits have been 
integrated in most guidelines (Eurotransplant, German 
Bundesärztekammer…). Since other tumor size criteria 
(e.g., UCSF, up-to-seven) have been demonstrated 
to show comparable overall and recurrence-free 
survival rates as the Milan criteria, there is an ongoing 
intense discussion on the extension of the very strict 
and limiting Milan criteria towards expanded criteria. 
However, this will be a relevant matter of debate since 
expansion of the recipient criteria might lead to a still 
increasing demand and consumption of the “scarce 
resource donor organ” and a continuative withdrawal 
of urgently needed donor organs to patients with other 
indications for liver transplantation. 

Expanding indications for surgery beyond the 
BCLC criteria? Up to now, resection as most favorable 
treatment option is only recommended for the very 
early stage (0) of HCC in patients with normal portal 
venous pressure and normal serum bilirubin. However, 
as reviewed in detail by Guglielmi et al[147], the rigid 
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EASL-EORTC limits for liver resection can be expanded 
to more advanced tumor stages. Tumor size criteria 
from EASL-EORTC guidelines are not considered 
as limits for hepatic surgery for example in eastern 
countries, and especially portal hypertension is not 
an obstacle against surgery in well selected patients. 
Thus, acceptable morbidity and mortality rates after 
hepatic resection in patients with cirrhosis and portal 
hypertension have been reported which are comparable 
to those of patients without portal hypertension[148-150]. 

When expanding the criteria for surgical resection, 
outcome results of hepatic surgery have to be com-
pared to those of the respective treatment modality 
recommended by the EASL-EORTC guidelines.

When comparing liver resection vs RFA (for patients 
with stage A HCC who are not suitable for trans-
plantation), there are several meta-analyses showing 
that hepatic resection is superior to RFA (or PEI) for HCC 
with regard to recurrence-free and overall survival[38,140,

151,152]. Whereas this superiority of surgery is accepted 
especially for tumors with diameters > 3 cm, there 
are some contradictory results for small HCC with a 
diameter < 3 cm. Interestingly, a cost-effectiveness 
analysis by Cucchetti et al[153] demonstrated that liver 
resection for a HCC of 3-5 cm is more cost effective 
than RFA, whereas in patients with two or three tumor 
nodules each < 3 cm RFA is superior with regard to 
cost-effectiveness. Based on these insights, indication 
for liver resection might be extended to early stages of 
HCC.

For the intermediate stage of HCC (BCLC B), 
guidelines recommend TACE as local therapy for tumor 
control with an expected median overall survival of 20 
mo. There are only few data available for this subgroup 
of patients. But there are data from two retrospective 
analyses[143,154] and one prospective non-randomized 
study[155] which clearly demonstrate that in patients 
with stage B of HCC with preserved liver function liver 
resection provides an improvement of overall survival 
rate when compared to TACE. However, the evidence 
for this is still limited, since there are no meta-analyses 
available, yet.

When expanding indication for surgery by another 
step, outcome of patients with advanced stages (stage 
C) of HCC with portal invasion, lymph node metastases 
or distant metastases, have to be compared between 
surgery and palliative systemic chemotherapy. The 
critical point is for sure the presence or absence of 
portal infiltration, since macrovascular invasion is 
known to be one of the most reliable predictors of poor 
prognosis. However, there are some data showing even 
for patients with macrovascular invasion a survival 
benefit after surgery compared to palliative systemic 
therapy[156]. However, this approach requires patient 
selection, and achievement of high 5-year survival 
rates[157] can certainly not generalized in a situation of 
advanced stages of HCC. But in contrast, macrovascular 
invasion per se has been demonstrated to allow surgical 
approach and thus offering a chance of improved 

survival to patients with otherwise severely limited 
prognosis[156,158].

Thus, based on the findings cited above, the rigid 
limits of the EASL-EORTC guidelines will be expanded 
slowly but constantly. In East Asian treatment algori-
thms, surgery is of paramount importance even for 
tumor stages beyond BCLC 0 and A[159]. The non-
inferiority or even superiority of surgery compared to the 
recommended treatment modalities is most probably 
due to the rapid development of surgical techniques, 
a more profound understanding of liver anatomy and 
physiology, improved methods for preoperative risk 
assessment and liver functional remnant estimation, as 
well as improved intensive care regimes which overall 
helped surgery to a striking progress and improvement 
of patient safety and outcome. Ongoing research 
and further development in this field of research will 
still promote the advance of surgery, which will most 
probably be the most exciting and promising perspective 
for future HCC therapy.

Significance of HCC-causing underlying disease? 
There are numerous studies investigating chromosomal 
aberrations in HCC[160]. When comparing the patterns of 
chromosomal aberrations in HCC on the basis of different 
underlying diseases, remarkable differences in the 
frequency of aberrations have been demonstrated[161]. 
Thus, one might speculate that different underlying 
hepatic diseases leading to development of HCC might 
be associated with different degrees of chromosomal 
instability in the diseased liver parenchyma. Consequently, 
underlying disease might also be associated with the 
pattern of chromosomal aberrations in the respective 
HCCs and thus might also determine the prognosis 
of the patient by determining the dynamics of tumor 
recurrence. Indeed, a recently published large Japanese 
study including approximately 11950 patients after 
curative resection of HCC showed that patients with viral 
hepatitis B or C as underlying disease had a significantly 
worse overall and recurrence-free survival when 
compared to patients with non-viral underlying hepatic 
diseases[162]. This might be of increasing interest in the 
near future, since patients with different underlying 
diseases might require a differently close-mesh aftercare.

CONCLUSION
Since striking medical breakthroughs for the effective 
curative non-surgical treatment of HCCs are lacking, 
surgery will play a pivotal role in the multidisciplinary 
management of patients with HCC in the future. Up 
to now, surgical treatment is the only therapeutic 
option that can offer cure to the patient. Even for 
patients with cirrhosis as a kind of “precancerosis”, liver 
transplantation offers - within the respective given legal 
framework - the opportunity to relieve the patient both 
from the tumor burden and the tumor-favoring disease. 
Whether a patient can be subjected to liver surgery for 
HCC and will profit from surgery has to be evaluated 
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carefully in a multidisciplinary context, to offer both best 
benefit to the patient, minimal risk for complications 
and procedure-related mortality, as well as best quality 
of life.

From a surgeon’s point of view, surgery is the central 
treatment option with regard to tumor treatment, and 
is thus the most effective therapy to allow the best 
overall survival and recurrence free survival to patients. 
Surgery will further gain importance since there are 
emerging insights that indications for liver resection 
for HCC can be expanded to tumor staged beyond the 
actual recommendations. Additional treatment options 
are both valuable and continuously improving tools 
for patients who are unsuitable for surgery, and might 
also further gain importance in multimodal settings 
with possible perioperative use of percutaneous, 
intravascular, or pharmacological approaches.
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